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The following maamar, comprising chs. 6-10 (i.e.
Part II) of the series of discourses with the general title
of Basi LeGani, was released in advance for study on
13 Shvat 5710 (1950), in honor of the yahrzeit of the
author’s mother, the saintly Rebbitzin Shterna Sarah.
Part II
HaYosheves BaGanim
Prologue
hbhghnav lkuek ohchaen ohrcj ohbdc ,cauhv — “You who
dwell in the gardens, friends listen to your voice; let me hear
it.”62
As Rashi amplifies the metaphor, G-d is here addressing
the House of Israel: “Though you are dispersed in exile,
pasturing in alien gardens, you abide nevertheless in places of
worship and in houses of Torah study. Friends are listening:
the ministering angels who are your friends, children of G-d as
you are, come to hear your voice in the houses of worship.”
This interpretation is based on the Midrash Rabbah:63
“Whenever you, the Children of Israel, sit in your synagogues
and houses of study, reading the Shema and engaging in the
study of the Torah, ‘friends are listening’ — I [says G-d] and
My retinue of angels go there to hear your voice.” The
Midrash goes on to say that “friends” refers to angels, since
between them there is neither envy nor hatred nor
competition. Therefore it is granted to those who abide in
gardens — in the synagogues and houses of Torah study —
that angelic companions listen to their voice.
To understand the above concept, we must first reexamine
the explanation in the previous maamar — that the divine
service in the Mishkan and Beis HaMikdash involved the
transformation of darkness into light to the point that the
62. [Shir HaShirim 8:13.]
63. [Cf. Shir HaShirim Rabbah, ad loc.]
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darkness itself grows luminous; moreover, that the Mishkan
was therefore made of acacia wood (ohya), for in this
Sanctuary the folly (,uya) of unholiness was transformed into
the folly of holiness. And, as we have seen, through this
service G-d fulfills His promise — that “I will dwell among
them,” and the transcendent light of sovev kol almin will be
revealed.

5
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6.
The above teaching will allow us to understand why the
boards of which the Mishkan was constructed are called
ohare, as in the verse, ohsnug ohya hmg ifank oharev ,t ,hagu —
“And you shall make upright boards for the Mishkan of acacia
wood.”64
This may be understood by way of the Introduction to the
Zohar,65 which describes the nature of the letters that
constitute the alphabet of the Holy Tongue: “When G-d came
to create the world, all the letters presented themselves in turn
before Him” [in the hope that He would begin the creation
with them]. The Zohar goes on to say that the letters kuf (e)
and reish (r) belong to the evil side of the universe. In order to
ensure their continued existence, they place the letter shin (a)
between themselves, together forming a bond [for the Hebrew
word for “bond” is spelled rae]. Earlier on, the Zohar gives
the Creator’s reply to the letter a in these words: “Since the
letters of falsehood take you as a companion [for a and e and
r together spell rae, which means ‘falsehood’], I do not want
to begin creating the world with you, in order that falsehood
should not be maintained.” The Zohar concludes: “From this
we learn that whoever wants to lie should first base himself on
an element of truth [as with the initial letter a of rea] so that
his lie can be maintained. For a is a letter of truth, the letter of
truth with which our forefathers communed.”
The letters e and r [which the Zohar describes as evil
letters] correspond to the letters s and v [that are holy letters],
(for r resembles s and e resembles v). In fact s and r are
similar66 not only in their form but also in their meaning.
The letter s (,ks) is related to the word ,uks, which means
“poverty”. In the spiritual realms it refers to the Sefirah of
Malchus, “that has nothing (vk ,hks) of its own” [i.e., it merely
64. [Shmos 26:15.]
65. [I, 2b.]
66. On this subject see Zohar III, 180b; Pardes, Shaar HaOsios, ch. 3; Or
HaTorah, end of Parshas Lech Lecha.
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receives and transmits the downward flow of Divine
beneficence]. In the realm of the soul, this state [of poverty] is
reflected in the power of speech, that merely receives and
articulates [lit., “enclothes”] the spiritual faculties that are
above it. For example, in the expression of intellect or
emotion [speech contributes nothing].
The letter r (ahr) is similarly related to the state of poverty,
as is evident from the verse that says (Mishlei 10:15), ,,hjn
oahr ohks — “The ruin of the poor is their poverty.”
Likewise,67 raugu atr... — “[Give me neither] poverty nor
riches.”
Yet despite their similarity of meaning, the two letters are
distinct. Indeed, if one substitutes one for the other one can
destroy68 worlds. Thus our Sages teach:69 “Whoever prolongs
the pronunciation of the word sjt [when reciting the Shema]
will have his days and years prolonged.” This only applies “if
he clearly enunciates the final letter s.”70 If, however, he were
to substitute a r [thereby producing the word rjt (“other”),
and thus declaring his faith in another god], he would be
“destroying worlds.” Likewise [in the reverse situation] in the
verse, rjt ktk vuj,a, tk — “Do not bow down to another
god.”71 Here, too, “the final letter r must be clearly enunciated,
for if he were to substitute a s [thereby producing the word sjt
(‘one’), and thus making this prohibition refer to the One G-d],
he would be destroying worlds.”
Thus, though s and r have resemblances in form and
meaning, they are still far apart: s is a holy letter, while r
belongs to the evil side of the universe. The difference in
appearance between them consists of the appended letter yud
(h) at the back of the s. The letter h reflects the quality of selfnullification and self-diminishment.72 In the spiritual realms,
[the letter s] refers to the Sefirah called Malchus in the World
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

7

[Mishlei 30:8.]
Vayikra Rabbah 19:2.
[Berachos 13b.]
Tur Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayim 66.
[Shmos 34:14.]
Zohar I, 20a.
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of Atzilus, “that has nothing of its own” for [including, as it
does, the letter h,] it represents the ultimate state of selfnullification and humility. The Sefirah of Malchus in the
World of Atzilus thus becomes a point [i.e., it retracts all selfexpression] below the Sefirah of Yesod. In this it reflects an
approach of self-negation and selflessness in relation to the
other Sefiros.
This quality enables it to become a capacious vessel, for,
as our Sages express it, “an empty vessel can contain, a full
vessel cannot.”73 If, by way of analogy, a disciple is to become
a vessel capable of receiving the teachings of his master in full
measure, he must first attain the ultimate in self-nullification
and humility. He must do more than forgo his awareness of
self; he must attain a level of self-nullification and selfnegation. Indeed, the more he contracts himself in selfnullification, the more will he be able to receive.
Likewise, no preparation is needed before one lifts a light
burden. If the burden is heavy, however, the more one
concentrates one’s efforts in preparation, the more readily will
he be able to lift even a heavy burden.
[Speaking of self-nullification as a precondition to the study
of the Torah, the Sages declare that] “it cannot be found
among the arrogant” nor among “those who are as full of selfesteem as the sea.”74 It goes without saying that an arrogant
person, who is utterly lacking in self-nullification, is no fit
vessel for receiving the Torah. But neither is the “one who is
full of self-esteem.” This phrase refers to a student who in the
course of his study has not attained total self-nullification; he is
still unduly aware of his own personality. A student who
ponders over his master’s teachings while they are being
delivered, for example, would do better to simply listen, and
only thereafter to concentrate on deepening his grasp of
them. Otherwise he will absorb them [only] according to the
dictates of his own understanding, because he is still lacking in
self-nullification.
73. Berachos 40a; and see Chiddushei Aggados, ad loc.; Torah Or, end of
Parshas Mishpatim; the maamar beginning Ani LeDodi, 5700, ch. 3.
74. Eruvin 55a.
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The true disciple, by contrast, having internalized the
dictates of holiness, has totally negated his individual
existence. This state is the goal of all divine service, and it is
epitomized by the self-nullification of the above-mentioned
attribute of Malchus. Hence all revelations of Divine light are
elicited by the humility and self-nullification represented by this
attribute.
This concept grants us an insight into the verse, susk vkp,
hbt iuhctu hbg hf hbbg lbzt wv vyv — “A prayer of David: G-d,
incline Your ear and answer me, for I am poor and needy.”75
[The first word (vkp, — “prayer”) also signifies connection.]
The “prayer of [King] David” thus alludes to the process of
connection and self-nullification of the attribute of Malchus
[lit., “sovereignty”]. Indeed, the request (“incline Your ear and
answer me”) gains force for the very reason that the
supplicant is poor and needy: he has attained the selfnullification that characterizes the attribute of Malchus.
This state of mind is expressed by the self-effacing letter s.
The letter r, by contrast, is not supplemented by the selfnullifying letter h. On the contrary, it represents self-centered
arrogance, for which reason it is “one of the letters that
belong to the evil side [of the universe].” [If it is filled with
selfishness, how can it be described as poor?] The forces of
evil are poor in that they have no [direct] connection with G-d.
And in turn, this very state of poverty and severance inflates
their self-centered perception of their own identity.
Summary: Both the letters s and r represent a state of poverty.
The letter s is holy by virtue of the fact that at its back it has an
appended letter h, signifying self-nullification. This is the attribute
that enables one to become a recipient; a disciple, for example,
ought to negate his sense of personal identity while he is receiving
his master’s teachings. The letter r represents the opposite frame of
mind.

75. [Tehillim 86:1.]
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7.
The letter h which differentiates between these two letters is
appended behind the letter s. Though h is the smallest of all the
letters, it is the head of them all, in the sense that [the writing of]
each letter begins with it. Indeed, “The World to Come was created with the letter yud.”76
This concept is alluded to in the phrase, .rtcu ohnac kf hf —
“For all that is in heaven and on earth [is Yours].”77 The
Aramaic translation [of the word kf (“all”), cited in the Zohar78]
means “united in heaven and earth.” This refers to the Sefirah
of Yesod through which Malchus receives the flow of Divine
light. The next word in the verse, ohna (“heaven”), comprises
two elements — at (“fire”) and ohn (“water”). Fire stands for the
attribute of Gevurah (“severity”) and water for the attribute of
Chesed (“lovingkindness”). [These two attributes in turn serve as
the source of all the other Divine emotive attributes.] The final
word, .rt (“earth”), stands for the attribute of Malchus. The
verse thus teaches that by means of the Sefirah of Yesod,
Chesed and Gevurah unite with Malchus.
[Evil, however, lacks this quality; as implied by the verse,] kf
iht arku — “And the poor man had nothing”79 [lit., “...lacked
all”]. [The word ar (“poor man”) is related to the letter ahr, and
the word kf (“all”) is related to the above-mentioned Sefirah of
Yesod, which in turn is related to the letter h.] The verse can
thus be understood to mean that the letter r lacks [the unity
alluded to in the verse that speaks of] “all in heaven and on
earth,” since it lacks the attribute of Yesod that brings about the
above-described union [of the attributes that are represented by
heaven and earth].
This situation leads to the concealment of the power of
speech, [which is a metaphor for the spiritual energy emitted by
the Sefirah of Malchus]. This is hinted at in the verse that
76.
77.
78.
79.

[Menachos 29b.]
[I Divrei HaYamim 29:11.]
[I, 31a.]
[II Shmuel 12:3.]
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Chapter 7

(who are the angels or souls in Gan Eden) “listen to the voice” of
the Torah and prayer of the House of Israel. By virtue of this divine
service the people of Israel are called the “hosts of G-d.” The
chapter concludes by explaining the three interrelated meanings of
the word tcm: an army; a fixed time; varied beauty.

begins, h,hajv vhnus h,nktb — “I was dumb with silence, I held
my peace.”80 The Divine power of speech is thus silenced
because the light and life-force that animates the forces of evil is
merely a reflection of a ray from a Divine source which is (so to
speak) outward [i.e., “reluctant”]. [This concealment allows for
the existence of evil.]
[The contrast between the unity that is generated by holiness and the fragmentation that characterizes evil is highlighted
when one compares the way in which Yaakov and Eisav each
described their wealth.] Yaakov said, kf hk ah — “I have all”;
Eisav said, cr hk ah — “I have much.”81 Holiness, which is personified by Yaakov, has kf, the element that “unites heaven and
earth.” The forces of evil, which are embodied in Eisav, lack the
uniting element of kf; instead, they have cr — “much”, implying
a multiplicity of physical blessings.
Explaining this concept further, the Zohar82 cites a teaching
of the Master of the Heavenly Academy: “He who is small is
great, and he who is great is small.” For that which is holy is
“small” in the sense that it possesses the capacity for self-diminishment. In this spirit it is written, tuv iye hf cegh oueh hn —
“How shall Yaakov stand? — For he is small.”83 Nevertheless he
is “great”, in the sense that the unifying element of kf is revealed within him. By contrast, he who describes himself as
having cr — i.e., as being great, as a man characterized by
multiplicity — is “small”. Of him it may be said, kf iht ark —
“The poor man [in this context: ‘the evil man’] lacks all (kf).”
Being unable to benefit from the unifying quality of kf, the only
blessings he enjoys are physical ones.
[The latter conception of poverty reappears in the interpretation of the Zohar on the phrase,] ucgru uar ohrhpf — “Young
lions are in need, and go hungry.”84 [Utilizing the similarity between ohrhpf (“young lions”) and ohrp (“bulls”),] the Zohar85



80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.

26

[Tehillim 39:3.]
[Bereishis 33:11, 9.]
I, 122b; III, 168a.
[Amos 7:5.]
[Tehillim 34:11.]
III, 259a.
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Chapter 10

understands this verse as alluding to the seventy bulls that were
sacrificed in the Beis HaMikdash during Sukkos. Like the seventy patron angels of the nations that they represent, the
number of these bulls diminished daily. Being blessed with
nothing richer than material bounty, they are described as being
“in need,” and “poor”.
Speaking likewise of these seventy bulls, the [Kabbalistic text
entitled] Mikdash Melech understands them to be referring to
the forces of evil. Both interpretations are valid. Since the
spiritual life-force that animates them is merely a reflection of a
ray from a (so to speak) outward radiation of Divinity, it is
invested in them in an exceedingly tenuous manner.
This very obscuring of the spiritual life-force in turn
increases their gross self-assertiveness. Pharaoh, for example,
boasted, “The Nile is mine, and I made it.”86 This claim is the
very opposite of the truth. [Pharaoh made this statement
because the river used to rise at his approach. In fact, however,]
this phenomenon resulted from the blessing that Yaakov gave
him (as Rashi notes in his comment on the verse, cegh lrchu —
“And Yaakov blessed Pharaoh”87).
In fact, Pharaoh’s very name hints at his stiffnecked insensitivity to G-dliness. For the letters that constitute the name vgrp
can be rearranged to spell ;rgv (“the back of the neck”), which
is a metaphor for stubbornness. In boasting that “the Nile is
mine,” he was thus ungrateful enough to deny [the source of his
blessings]. The life-giving influence that he received from Above
served only to bloat his ego.

There is a verse that states, ovc rjt uku urmuh ohnh — “Days
were created, and [lit.:] for him one of them.”128 For “a man
has a fixed time on earth”: every man is apportioned the fixed
span of “the days that were created.” And when he fills those
days with the divine service of refining materiality, through
subjugating and sublimating the unholy element within it, he is
worthy indeed of being counted among the “hosts of G-d” —
which was the first meaning of the term.
All the above teachings underlie the above-quoted verse:
“It was on that very day that all the hosts of G-d left the land
of Egypt.” The hosts of G-d are the people of Israel, who
through the above-described divine service of refining
materiality purify and elevate the world. They explode the
delusion that makes worldly existence appear to be a
meaningful entity. They lay bare that lie (rea); in its place they
reveal the Divine energy that in fact animates the world.
Moreover, they transpose the letters of rae [which is a
mystical allusion to evil] into are. Their involvement in the
Torah and its commandments constructs [within their personal
Sanctuary] the upright beams of acacia wood, that stand like
pillars to connect G-d’s infinite light [with the finite world
below].129 And it is by virtue of this that the people of Israel
are called the hosts of G-d.
But tcm also implies a limited time. It is the life-task of
every man, during the “days that were created” for him, to
realize within his life the continuation of that verse: ovc sjt uku
— so that his divine service should reveal within himself the
illumination of sjt, the One G-d.

Summary: The chapter continues to explain that the h appended
at the back of the s signifies the unifying element that is known as kf,
as in the verse, kf hk ah (lit., “I have all”). This element is lacking in the
spiritually poor man who is described as ar, a word that is cognate
with the name of the letter r. When the forces of evil claim, cr hk ah
(lit., “I have much”) — signifying a multiplicity of blessings, though
merely material ones — this merely increases their self-centeredness.

47

Summary: The chapter continues to explain how the rae
(implying evil) and rea (falsehood) of the world can be transformed
into are (one of the wooden columns in the Sanctuary that connect
the infinite light with the world below). Thereby G-d is (so to speak)
enabled to say, “I have come back to My garden — to My bridal
chamber”; i.e., G-dliness becomes manifest in this world. “Friends”
128. [Tehillim 139:16.] See Likkutei Torah, end of Parshas Shlach; the maamarim
beginning Tov Li and BeYadcha Afkid (in Sefer HaMaamarim — Yiddish).
129. Cf. above, ch. 9.

86. [Cf. Yechezkel 29:3, 9.]
87. [Bereishis 47:10.]
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Israel here is explicit. So too in the verse, vzv ouhv omgv hvhu
o,utcm kg ohrmn .rtn ktrah hbc ,t wv thmuv — “It was on that
very day that G-d brought the Children of Israel out of the land
of Egypt by their hosts.”124 Now why are Israel called by this
name, when the word ,utcm [though it sometimes serves as
one of the Names of G-d] never appears as a Divine Name in
the Torah? On another occasion, too, the same term clearly
applies to Israel: ohrmn .rtn ofh,utcm ,t h,tmuv vzv ouhv omgc hf
— “On this very day I brought your hosts out of the land of
Egypt.”125
[An analysis of this word will throw light on our subject.]
The word tcm allows for three different interpretations: (a) an
army; (b) a set time, as in the verse, .rt hkg aubtk tcm tkv —
“Has not a man a fixed time on earth?”126 (c) varied beauty, as
a derivative of iuhcm. This term appears in a comment of the
Sages (Rosh HaShanah 11a) on the verse, .rtvu ohnav ukufhu
otcm kfu — “And the heavens and the earth were completed,
and all their host.”127 Interpreting the final word otcm as
implying obuhcm, they read: “And the heavens and the earth
were completed in all their varied beauty.” The third meaning
alludes to the various levels of Jewish souls. Some are
intellectuals — masters of Torah, masters of sublime
mysteries, masters of wisdom. Some are simple folk — merely
masters of good deeds, who observe the Torah and its
commandments with artless faith, and who support the Torah,
each to the best of his ability, through personal and financial
effort. For the ultimate in beauty cannot be attained by one
color alone; beauty lies in the harmony of many hues, as in
the combined endeavors at divine service of these varied souls,
who in unison draw down to this world a revelation of
G-dliness.
This third meaning of tcm is connected to the second and
to the first.

Chapter 8
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8.
In the realm of holiness, the letter v is formed from the
letter s [by the addition of an inverted letter h in the lower left
corner]. Likewise, in the realm of evil, the letter e is formed
from the letter r88 [by the addition of a long descending line in
the corresponding corner].
[Just as the letter s incorporates a letter h, by virtue of
which it is included in the realm of holiness,] so too the letter v
incorporates a letter h — in front, as its left leg; the letter s, by
contrast, has its letter h appended to its back. This difference
in position reflects the difference between the respective
modes of union [of the spiritual spheres that these letters
represent]. The letter s receives its spiritual sustenance from
the letter d that precedes it, thus exemplifying the [imperfect]
mode of union that is called rujtc rujt (lit., “back to back”). In
the case of the letter v, whose letter h is in front, the union is
of the [perfect] mode that is called ohbpc ohbp (lit., “face to
face”).
This union [with its consequent flow of life-supporting
spiritual energy] is effected through the giving of tzedakah
(“charity”). As is noted in the writings of the AriZal,89 the
word vesm is comprised of the word esm and the letter v:
charity raises the s [from its poor state] and turns it into a v.
Our Sages taught a similar lesson when they observed that
the names of the letters knhd and ,ks can be read as a phrase:
ohks kund — “Show kindness to the poor.”90 [Understood in the
light of the above, this means that] the letter s receives its
spiritual sustenance from the letter d, and this process
produces [the state of completion represented by] the letter v.
[The above process takes place in the realm of holiness.
By contrast,] the letter e is formed from the letter r. The e is
88. Pri Etz Chayim, in the Introduction to Shabbos; Shaar HaKavanos, s.v.
Techum Shabbos.
89. Taamei Mitzvos, Parshas Re’eh; Shaar HaMitzvos and Sefer HaLikkutim, ad
loc.; and elsewhere; see also Meorei Or, s.v. esm.
90. Shabbos 104a.

124. [Ibid., 12:51.]
125. [Ibid., 12:17.]
126. [Iyov 7:1.]
127. [Bereishis 2:1.]
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Chapter 10

similar in shape to the letter v, except that while the two legs
of the v descend to the same point, the left leg of the e
continues below. This shaft is alluded91 to in the verse, vhkdr
,un ,usrh — “Her feet descend to death.”92 It is further alluded
to in the statement of the Sages, that “Gavriel descended and
implanted a shaft [or: reed] in the sea. It gathered a bank
around it on which was built a mighty city” (Rashi adds:
“which harasses the Jewish people”).93 This is the shaft of the
letter e that is formed in the realm of evil, and that harasses
the Jewish people.
In the terms of Chassidus this may be explained as
follows: The three lines94 that form the letter v stand for the
three “garments” [i.e., means of expression] of the soul —
thought, speech and action. The left line is thus separate from
the other two, in order to point out the distinction between
action as against speech and thought. It is true that thought is
known as the garment that is connected [to the individual
concerned], and is therefore perceived only by himself. It is
true too that speech [differs in that it] is known as the separate
garment, for it relates to an additional individual. Yet thought
is comparable to speech, while action retains an incomparably
more separate existence from the individual.
A similar pattern may be seen in the order of the spiritual
realms. A verse was quoted [above in ch. 1, alluding to each of
the spiritual worlds in turn]: uh,rmh uh,trc hsucfku hnac trebv kf
uh,hag ;t — “All that is called by My Name, it is for My glory
that I created it, formed it, and indeed made it.” The verb
uh,trc refers to the World of Beriah, which is the world of
thought; the following verb, uh,rmh, refers to the World of
Yetzirah, which is the world of speech. At this point,
however, the flow of the verse is interrupted by the word ;t
(“indeed”) — in order to indicate a separation between these
worlds and that signified by the final verb, uh,hag; viz., the

And this dwelling is built through man’s endeavors in the
subjugation and transformation of materiality.
When a man conducts himself in this manner, [both
possible interpretations of the above-quoted opening verse
materialize in his life]. That verse reads: “You who dwell in the
gardens, friends listen to your voice; let me hear it.”
[According to the first interpretation,] the voice of the
mortals who engage in the study of the Torah and the
observance of the mitzvos is listened to by “those who dwell
in the gardens” — by the souls who dwell in the Higher and
the Lower Garden of Eden,119 where each is accorded its
abode according to the level of its divine service during its stay
on earth. Because of their bond with each other, these souls
are called “friends”; indeed, “at times one soul emanates from
another.”120 Each such soul Above addresses the Jewish
people on earth: “Let me hear your voice,” for the Torah and
mitzvos below elevate the souls Above to ever more exalted
levels of spiritual perception.
[According to the second interpretation121 of the same
verse,] it is G-d Who is addressing the House of Israel: “You
are dispersed in exile, pasturing in alien gardens. It is of you
that the prophet speaks when he says, ohnav ,ujur gcrtf hf
of,t h,arp — ‘Like the four winds of heaven have I spread
you abroad.’122 Nevertheless, you abide in places of worship
and in houses of study, where you dedicate fixed hours for the
public study of the Torah. And there you are visited by the
angels, who are called friends because ‘between them there is
neither envy nor hatred nor competition,’ and they ‘listen to
your voice.’ ”
By virtue of their deeds, the people of Israel are called
,utcm wv — “the hosts of G-d,” as in the verse, ouhv omgc hvhu
ohrmn .rtn wv ,utcm kf utmh vzv — “It was on that very day that
all the hosts of G-d left the land of Egypt.”123 The reference to

91.
92.
93.
94.

119. [Cf. above, end of ch. 8.]
120. [Cf. Maaneh Lashon, p. 10.]
121. [Cf. above, the Prologue to ch. 6.]
122. [Zechariah 2:10.]
123. [Shmos 12:41.]

See Sefer HaLikkutim, loc. cit.
[Mishlei 5:5.]
[Shabbos 56b.]
See Torah Or, the first maamar beginning Chayav Inesh; Likkutei Torah,
beginning of Parshas Balak; and elsewhere.
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10.
The whole of the above is implicit in the teaching of our
Sages on the verse, ofu,c h,bfau asen hk uagu — “And they
shall make Me a sanctuary and I shall dwell within them”: not
“within it,” but within each individual Jew. For when each
individual transforms darkness into light, “the glory of G-d
rises [and is diffused] throughout all the worlds,” and a
superior form of light is revealed.114 [In the Mishkan,115 the
transformation of darkness into light is hinted at in] the use of
acacia wood, whose name in the Holy Tongue (ohya hmg)
echoes the evil-based folly (,uya) that needs to be refined and
transmuted to serve holy ends. This wood was used for the
vertical boards, whose name (ohare) likewise hints at their
elevation of two similar combinations of letters — rea
(“falsehood”) and rae (“bond”).116
In terms of the personal spiritual tasks that are collectively
termed avodah, the above processes entail transforming one’s
pleasurable attraction to worldly things into a warm sensitivity
to G-dly things. One’s attraction to worldly things derives from
sources that are lower than intellectual;117 by means of the
Torah and the mitzvos one can convert it into light, so that
one is enabled to appreciate the pleasant sweetness that is to
be found in the fulfillment of the Divine commandments and
the study of the Torah.
[This manner of avodah reflects the interpretation of the
verse,] hbubdk — hbdk h,tc: “I have come into My garden,”
implying G-d’s return “into My bridal chamber.” This is a
metaphor for the place where G-d first chose to focus His
Presence.118 For G-d’s primary intention in creating the worlds
was His desire to have a dwelling place in this lowly world.

114. [Cf. end of ch. 1.]
115. [Cf. ch. 3.]
116. [Cf. ch. 6.]
117. [Cf. ch. 5.]
118. [Cf. beginning of ch. 1.]
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World of Asiyah, the world of action, which is represented by
the left leg of the letter v.
In the realm of holiness, the letter v depicts someone
whose three soul-garments — his thought, speech and action
— are filled with the light of the Torah, with its wisdom, and
with the character traits [that it extols]. Thus, with his faculty
of thought he thinks Torah thoughts.
Likewise, with his power of speech he utters the words of
the Torah. Even if he lacks the sophistication and the
intellectuality to understand [all the texts that he reads], he
nevertheless makes a point of speaking of Torah subjects, and
repeating phrases from the Torah and the prayers.
Likewise, he exercises his faculty of action in the
fulfillment of the mitzvos. Moreover, in his material affairs he
implements the injunction, ohna oak uhvh lhagn kf — “Let all
your deeds be for the sake of heaven.”95 This rule obtains in all
the mundane matters that are [not mitzvos, but are] permitted
by the Torah. Concerning business, for example, the Torah
states, scg, ohnh ,aa — “Six days you shall work.”96 Its
intention, however, is that one’s profit should enable him to
fulfill, observe and practice mitzvos, such as tzedakah and
deeds of kindness. Likewise, [a certain measure of success in
business relaxes financial worries and] frees one’s mind and
heart for Torah study — so that he can learn, teach, observe
and practice throughout the fixed times that he sets aside for
Torah study, and for the “service of the heart,”97 i.e., prayer.
When one conducts his life in this manner, not only does
he gain his times of study and thus actually bring life to his
soul, illuminating it with the light of Torah and prayer; he also
sees to it that his business itself is carried out (while being
directed for the sake of heaven) as it should be. This means
that he is scrupulously careful not to deceive, steal, delude or
lie, for he knows that G-d detests such behavior — and could
he possibly do something that is opposed to His will?

95. [Avos 2:12.]
96. [Shmos 20:9.]
97. [Taanis 2a.]
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Moreover, his heart is clearly lit up with the simple belief
that is implanted in the heart of every Jew, that thv wv ,frc
rhag, — “It is the blessing of G-d that brings wealth.”98
Furthermore, he believes that this blessing will come only
when his business is a fitting vessel for it.
His other activities, such as eating and drinking, are
similarly carried out for the sake of heaven, so that with a
healthy body99 he will be able to study and pray, and serve G-d
through the fulfillment of the mitzvos — each man according
to his level and according to his spiritual metabolism. For
some men are masters of Torah; some are masters of prayer;
some are masters of good deeds, of tzedakah and acts of
kindness — which means that they sustain the poor and the
Torah scholars, both with their personal exertion and with
their contributions.
When one’s intention is for the sake of heaven, it goes
without saying that his activities themselves are carried out as
they ought to be. Within the realm of permitted things, for
example, he will be careful not to overindulge in eating and
drinking, since his intention is not to pamper himself but to
maintain his health.
In other fields, too, a person who (for example)
administers a charitable fund will speak gently and warmly.
Even though at times he will [find it necessary to] adopt a
forceful stance and to be adamant so that a particular matter
will be settled in the best way possible, he will still speak in a
relaxed and reasonable manner, and will do his utmost to
spurn pride. For what matters to him is the essence of the
matter — [that he is occupying his position only in order] to
carry out the will of G-d.
The above describes [the course of conduct signified by]
the letter v of the holy side of the universe. The letter e, by
contrast, represents thought, speech and action that are
motivated by the forces of evil. It is formed from the letter r,
which represents thought and speech that derive from “the
Other Side.” Hence, when a man’s mind is filled with alien

source for such potential, viz.,] G-d, as in the verse, tk wv hbt
h,hba — “I am G-d: I do not change.”113 And at that time we
will palpably see that the world and everything in it derives its
life-energy from G-d.

38

98. [Mishlei 10:22.]
99. [Rambam, Hilchos Deos 5:1.]

Summary: The upright boards of the Mishkan are pillars that
connect G-d’s infinite light to the lower worlds. The above chapter
explains how through man’s divine service below, the shaft (vbe) of
the letter e is cut short, transforming vbe into vbv, which implies a
revelation of light, the revelation of G-d Who is unchanging.

113. [Malachi 3:6.]
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And when the e is turned into a v, the word vbe becomes vbv
(“behold”), a word that connotes revelation, as in the verse,
vz ubhekt vbv tuvv ouhc rntu — “And it will be said on that day,
‘Behold, this is our G-d.’ ”110 This verse refers to the revelation
of light in the Messianic era, a revelation that depends on our
divine service in the present.
For this reason, in the Messianic era the transcendent light
of sovev kol almin (which illumines all worlds equally) will be
revealed chiefly in the body. This revelation will come about as a
result of our present labors in the refinement of the materiality
of this world. For a divine soul descends below, where it is
enclothed in a body and an animal soul. Numerous hindrances
and obstacles here confront the individual in whom this divine
soul abides, obstructing the path of his Torah study and his
observance of the mitzvos. In this lowest of worlds, moreover,
evil prevails. Undaunted, he perseveres nevertheless in his
divine service, studying the Torah and fulfilling its commands.
Indeed, the challenge rallies him to the prodigious exertion of a
warrior. (For, as is well known, victory goes to the side that is
forceful and energetic.) And, as a result of his labors, such an
individual generates the superior light that shines forth from the
refinement and elevation of darkness.
We are now in a position to better understand the
prophecy that speaks of Mashiach: uhkdr usngu — “And his feet
shall stand [that day on the Mount of Olives].”111 He shall
stand firm on both feet — unlike the letter e, which stands
only on its shaft, as unstable on its sole support112 as the
falsehood that it symbolizes. Mashiach will stand on both feet
as does the letter v, as stable as the truth that it symbolizes.
And this state depends in turn on man’s divine service — in
transforming the evil of the letter e (which had been formed
from the letter r) into the v of holiness.
The above concept explains the command that the boards
of acacia had to stand upright, for this position represents
unalterable endurance. This stance will reveal [the ultimate

[i.e., unworthy] thoughts and imaginings, and when his mouth
is filled with unG-dly words — not necessarily forbidden talk,
such as slander and gossip and the like, but even an excess of
idle prattle — he thereby constructs the shaft of the letter e,
that represents action. His unworthy thoughts and speech
cause him to fall into unworthy deeds, which in turn draw him,
like the descending shaft of the letter e, down to everincreasing depths.
This concept may be understood in terms of an
interpretation of the verse, ohn uc iht er rucvu — “The pit was
empty: there was no water in it.”100 The difference between
rtc (“well”) and ruc (“pit”) lies only in the middle letter of each.
The former word, spelled with an t, refers to the soul, as in
the phrase, ohhj ohn rtc ohbd ihgn — “A spring of gardens, a
well of living waters.”101 Well-waters spring forth from below,
and thus bring an abundance of water. The soul likewise is
obliged to descend into the body which is described as a deep
pit, but through its involvement in Torah and mitzvos it can
rise to ever loftier levels. In this way it becomes “a spring of
gardens,” a wellspring that gushes forth revelations of
G-dliness, through its divine service in refining and elevating
the body and the animal soul. The term “gardens” refers to
Gan Eden, the Garden of Eden, as in the verse, isgc id///gyhu —
“And [G-d] planted a garden in Eden.”102 The plural form of
the word refers to the two levels — the Higher Garden of
Eden and the Lower Garden of Eden.
[This service generates] a stream of water, a brook of
pleasure for the souls in Gan Eden when they ascend there.
[The above discussion refers only to a rtc (“a well”).] A ruc
(“a pit”), by contrast, is empty, as in the above-quoted verse,
“The pit was empty: there was no water in it.” On this the
Sages comment: “If the verse states that ‘the pit was empty,’

110. [Ibid., 25:9.]
111. [Zechariah 14:4.]
112. Shabbos 104a; Zohar III, 127b.
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100. [Bereishis 37:24.]
101. [Shir HaShirim 4:15.] See Likkutei Torah, Parshas Chukas, the maamar
beginning Az Yashir; the maamar beginning Shechorah Ani, 5702 (Kuntreis
46); the maamar beginning Maayan Ganim (in Sefer HaMaamarim —
Yiddish).
102. [Bereishis 2:8.]
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do I not understand ‘that there was no water in it’?! These
words do however appear — in order to tell us that though it
contained no water, it did contain snakes and scorpions”
(Shabbos 22b). The pit refers to the animal soul: it contains
no water [which is a metaphor for the Torah103], but it does
harbor snakes and scorpions — extraneous thoughts.
The above describes the letter kuf. [The unholy lifestyle
that it represents is a wretched] imitation of man, like the
comparison of a monkey104 (kof in Hebrew) to a man. For the
very word ost (“man”) comprises letters in the Holy Tongue
that stand for thought, speech and action:105 the letter t
represents thought; the letter s is the initial letter of ruchs
(“speech”); and n is the initial letter of vagn (“action”). In the
realm of holiness, a man’s thought, speech and action are
filled with the light of holiness; in the realm of evil, they are
filled with alien thoughts.
We are now better able to understand the statement from
the Zohar [cited in ch. 6 above], that since e and r are evil
letters, they take the a [as an ally]: they appropriate a
reflection of a reflection from the life-force that radiates from
the holy side of the universe, and thereby ensure their
continued existence.
Summary: In the realm of holiness, from the letter s the letter
v is formed: one’s thoughts and words bring one to deeds — all
three soul-garments surging with the Torah and its commandments.
Correspondingly, in the unholy realm, from the letter r the letter e is
formed: by harboring thoughts and words spawned by “the Other
Side,” one falls into undesirable deeds.

103. [Bava Kamma 17a.]
104. Pri Etz Chayim and Shaar HaKavanos, loc. cit; Meorei Or 100a; and
elsewhere.
105. Likkutei Torah, beginning of the second of the maamarim that begin
Behaalos’cha; and elsewhere.
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9.
The goal of the divine service in the Mishkan and in the
Beis HaMikdash was to transform darkness into light through
the refinement of the material world, by means of the
sacrifices.
[Related to this is the spiritual role of the vertical beams of
the Mishkan — the ohare, a word whose spelling was
discussed in ch. 6.] Concerning this the Torah states, ,hagu
ohsnug ... oharev ,t — “And you shall make upright boards
for the Sanctuary of acacia wood.” The fact that these boards
are referred to as ohsnug (“standing”) is related [and not only
etymologically] to the fact that the mitzvos are referred to as
ohsung (“pillars”).106 The 613 mitzvos of the Torah and the
seven mitzvos ordained by the Sages are known as the 620
pillars of light. [This total is the numerical equivalent of the
letters that spell the word r,f, signifying a state of being in
which G-d’s transcendent light is revealed.] Just as a pillar
connects a roof to the floor below, so do the mitzvos draw
down G-d’s infinite light and connect it with the worlds below.
For this reason the acacia boards of the Mishkan stood
upright: they were pillars that connected the infinite light with
the nether worlds.
This can be further understood through the interpretation
of the Zohar107 on the verse, vbe ,hj rgd — “Destroy [lit.,
‘rebuke’] the wild beast of the reeds.”108 [The word vbe means
both “reed” and “shaft”.] The “reed” (vbe) is the male element
of evil; the “wild beast of the reeds” (vbe ,hj) is the female
element of evil. To “destroy the wild beast of the reeds”
means that one should cut short the descending shaft of the
letter e, whereupon it becomes a v. This is hinted at in the
verse, ukne ;uxu vbe — “The reeds and rushes shall wilt.”109
106. Concerning the “620 pillars of light” see the prayer of R. Nechunia, cited in
Pardes 8:3. The concept is explained in Iggeres HaKodesh, Epistle 29.
107. III, 251b; Sefer HaLikkutim on Tehillim 68.
108. [Tehillim 68:31.]
109. [Yeshayahu 19:6.]
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